Abstract-A novel efficient probabilistic forecasting approach is proposed to accurately quantify the variability and uncertainty of the power production from photovoltaic (PV) systems. Distinguished from most existing models, a linear programming-based prediction interval construction model for PV power generation is established based on an extreme learning machine and quantile regression, featuring high reliability and computational efficiency. The proposed approach is validated through the numerical studies on PV data from Denmark.
proportion β ࢠ [0, 1] of the prediction target PV y t is defined as,
PIs can give pairs of bounds within which the realized PV power is expected to be covered with a certain probability. A PI I α t of PV power at time t with nominal coverage rate (NCR) 1−α, α ∈ [0, 1], can be defined as,
where qᾱ t and qᾱ t denote the lower and upper bounds of the PI respectively. Generally, the PI is set to be centered on the probability density function, which can be represented as,
B. Optimization Model
Based on the definition of quantile in (1), the quantile q β t of PV prediction uncertainty can be uniquely approximated through minimizing properly formulated cost function [6] , expressed as,
where T is the size of training samples, β (·) is the asymmetrical absolute function defined by,
As ELM's input weights and hidden biases are randomly produced, training a single hidden-layer feedforward neural network just becomes searching a least-square solution of a linear system [5] , which motivates its application in this work. According to the formulation of PIs in (2) and (3) and quantiles in (4) and (5), an innovative PIs construction model can be established via the minimization of the cost function as,
where f (x t , w α − ) and f (x t , wᾱ ) represent the linear systems of ELM for the lower and upper bounds of PIs respectively, w α − and wᾱ are the decision variables of ELM, and the constraint (7) 
The formulated optimization problem (8)- (12) can be efficiently solved by linear programming algorithms.
C. Assessment of PIs 1) Reliability:
Reliability measures the probabilistic validity of PIs. The empirical coverage rate (ECR) is the coverage probability of obtained PIs over test dataset [2] . The coverage rate deviation (CRD) is the deviation between ECR and NCR,
The smaller absolute CRD means the higher reliability.
2) Overall Skill:
The positively oriented interval score is used to evaluate the overall skill of PIs to involve the sharpness [2] .
III. NUMERICAL STUDY
In the study, a realistic PV generation system with nominal capacity P n = 10 kW from Denmark is utilized for the numerical analysis. The 5-min resolution PV generation data covering Jun., Sept. and Oct. 2014 are collected for study. As the absence of solar irradiance, the PV power production is null in night and disregarded in the study.
The persistence approach and bootstrap based neural network (BNN) model [7] are applied for benchmarking, relying on normal distribution assumption. Nonparametric granule computing (GC) based solar irradiance prediction method [8] based on the work in [2] is used as an advanced benchmark. About 60% of the PV data are used for training the prediction model, and the rest data are used for test. Without loss of generality, case studies herein focus on 5-min look-ahead time. The numerical results are listed in Table I .
From Table I , the proposed method demonstrates much better performance than the three benchmarks. PIs obtained by the proposed approach have pretty good reliability, with CRDs less than 0.5%. Particularly, persistence and BNN models have very low reliability for PIs of 80% NCR, with CRDs larger than 10%. This explicitly implies that normal distribution cannot accurately estimate the stochastic characteristics of PV prediction uncertainty. The GC approach can obtain satisfactory reliability with CRDs smaller than 1.5%. However, the proposed model has about 12% and 20% higher sharpness performance than GC for NCPs 90% and 80% respectively. In general, the proposed Table II , the proposed approach performs about 300 times and 140 times faster than traditional BNN and GC approaches respectively, showing extremely high efficiency. It indicates that the proposed approach has a significant superiority for online practical applications in power systems.
IV. CONCLUSION
A novel efficient statistical approach is proposed to produce PIs of PV generation, which sufficiently takes the advantages of ELM and quantile regression. Numerical experiments have verified a significant effectiveness and an extremely high computational efficiency of the proposed approach.
